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Electromobility, simplified.
We are Voltia, the electromobility company behind a family of products that make electrifying your fleets simpler, easier, cheaper and better. Whether it’s the best leasing for EVs, deployment planning, or the most effective electric vans for last-mile delivery. A decade of experience speaks for itself.
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Our Products
New tools for new problems.
We’ve built multiple products that will help you navigate through everything you thought you knew or wish you had known about the ever evolving and complex world of the electromobility.
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[image: ]Switch to Electric Services
Take advantage of Voltia's ten years of experience with electromobility and transition your fleet from combustion to electric. Straightforward, clear, and easy to implement.
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Do you wonder how much money you can save by going fully electric? Use our tool to calculate your total cost of ownership and compare diesel vans with the modern electric options.
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The best tool for the last-mile delivery segment. With unprecedented cargo space and the lowest cost per m3 among eLCV's.
The best tool for the last-mile delivery segment.
With unprecedented cargo space and the lowest cost per m3 among eLCV's.
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Business name
Voltia a.s.

ID
45 301 727

Company registered seat
Námestie slobody 11, Bratislava, Slovakia

Tax ID
2022940216

Legal Form
Joint-stock company

VAT ID
SK7120000074



Contact

General
info@voltia.com+421 948 244 538
Sales
sales@voltia.com+421 915 913 827
Service
service@voltia.com+421 948 764 260
Press
press@voltia.com+421 944 372 468
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Contact Details
Please, give us your contact details.
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Quick Conversation
Our team will get back you.
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Tailored Quote
You will receive a quote tailored to your needs.




Full nameE-mailPhone number



Thank you for your request.
Our team will get back to you with a response as soon as possible.


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Contact Details
Contact details sent.
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Quick Conversation
Our team will get 
back you.
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Tailored Quote
You will receive a quote tailored to your needs.




Thank you for your patience, 
your tailored price quote is ready.
Download the PDF















